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Fig. 1   Modern IT Driven Classroom 
The classroom must be a place that supports both the tradi�onal form of learning and e-learning as 
well as a flexible space that can accommodate different types of instruc�ons. Unlike tradi�onal rooms 
where blackboards were the focal point, an IT driven classroom has to accommodate different types of 
projec�ons and displays that instructors use during their courses. This form of learning does not 
support students si�ng at individual desks and poring over their own individual assignments. Instead 
si�ng arrangement supports collabora�ve opportuni�es. However, the se�ng must s�ll be flexible 
enough to be used for standard, paper-based tes�ng when needed. This will help keep costs down and 
allow classrooms to be used for a variety of func�ons. Desks, chairs, computers, monitors, and 
keyboards are posi�oned in a way that allows the teacher to teach in either a tradi�onal or computer 
based mode.
IT Tools 
The equipment required for this form of lecture delivery includes low-level technologies such as 
overhead projectors, televisions, and video casse�e recorders at the least so as to focus students on 
specific subject ma�ers.
These technologies are used to project texts, equa�ons, graphics and pictures. The combina�on of 
visual learning so�ware and low-end technologies enhances learning. Figure 2 shows a "virtual 
manipula�ve" so�ware that may be used by teachers to understand the rela�onships between 
frac�ons, percentages and decimals.  This figure also illustrates the use of low visual projectors and 
simula�on so�ware in teaching. Teachers can draw on a variety of technologies and use them as 
resources to deepen students' learning.
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 Fig. 2 "Virtual Manipula�ve" So�ware Display

IT tools enable teachers to engage students in problem solving, collabora�on and analysis as well as in 
skill acquisi�on. IT tools enable Teachers bring the real world into the classroom, and the classroom 
into the real world as shown in figures 3-4. Teachers are able touse curriculum that integrates 
technology for more powerful learning.

Fig. 3 Virtual Green House

Fig. 4. Virtual Solar System

 Apart from these low end technologies, there are high end technologies such as Local Area networks 

(LAN) and Internet with its varie�es of tools such as video conferencing, social media, Wiki space and 

bloggers. Through these technologies teachers can plan supervised experiences in teamwork, both in 

class and in off-campus se�ngs, teaching courses through video conferencing. Students can engage in 

assignments (expository, crea�ve, and personal wri�ng); on cri�qued oral presenta�ons while online. 

Teachers can collect real-�me assessment data from their students. When the teacher gives out an 

assignment, she can watch how far along students are, how much �me each spends on each ques�on, 

and whether their answers are correct. With this informa�on, she can decide what concepts students 

are struggling with and can pull up examples of students' work on a projector for discussion.

In the non-technological driven setup, students turn in their assignments that take up a couple of 

days for teachers to grade. In between the turning in of assignments and grading, the teacher 

would have done other lessons without adequate feedback on the earlier ones. Invariably there 

would be a gap between learning and feedback. IT tools provide a bridge that can close this gap as 

shown in Fig. 5.
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 Licensed journal databases
 Electronic book collec�on 
 Mul�media collec�ons
 Interac�ve teaching resources
Digital Libraries also link learners to free resources from the Internet. Fig.6 to 9illustratesexamples of 
on-line Digital Library resources.

Fig. 6  On-Line Encyclopedia  

Fig. 7 Periodicals

Fig. 5  Teacher/Student Feedback Loop.
Prosper learning is not just studying a textbook; it must also involve interac�on and communica�on. 
Un�l a few decades ago the la�er aspect of learning was limited to the physical space of a classroom. 
Now however, social media has widened the dimensions of the available spaces for the social 
component of learning.
Social media in educa�on, being a rela�vely new concept, has been the central concern of many 
educators, teachers and parents. In the short �me that it has existed, people all over the world have 
welcomed it as an indispensible addi�on to pedagogy. The popularly used social media in educa�on 
includes Facebook, Twi�er, LinkedIn, Google+ message boards and blogging, among which Facebook 
leads the rest. 
Social media provide ways to enhance connec�on with students as it brings them closer by allevia�ng 
the necessity of physical presence. While many schools have adopted social media successfully, some 
have not been able to use it to its full advantage. 
Some have used Wiki space on the Web to share work and ideas, pictures and links, videos and media. 
Wiki space is special because it gives a visual editor and others tools to make sharing all kinds of content 
as easy for students as it is for their teachers.
Blogger is a web-based tool that can help students to publish on the web instantly. Blogger gives a way 
to automate the blog publishing process without wri�ng any code or worrying about installing any sort 
of server so�ware or scripts. It gives users total control over the look and loca�on of the blog. Edublogs 
facilitate fantas�c discussions and may replace campus newsle�er and facilitate class publica�ons.
Library and Management Systems
IT-driven educa�on does not only transform learning but also transforms methods, managements and 
applica�ons that support learning in the areas of:  
 Library systems, and 
 Administra�on
Digital Libraries 
The growth of Internet has exposed e-learners to an overwhelming range of informa�on with the click 
of a mouse. Digital Libraries provide learners with direc�ons in accessing and using electronic 
resources and rescue them from informa�on overload. Digital Libraries also help teachers to quickly 
find suitable resources for teaching. Digital libraries are rich in content; are not limited by physical 
boundary and are available round the clock. They facilitate mul�ple accesses to resources, save space 
and provide for informa�on retrieval, and make new resources available.  Digital libraries can also be 
easily embedded into e-learning school environment.  Digital Libraries link learners to:
 Subscrip�on Resources
 Library catalogues
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Fig. 8 On-Line Mul�media resources 

Fig. 9 E-books 
 E-book learning through multimedia is not only an excellent form of learning that teaches teamwork, 
but also a good way to motivate students who are excited to create something that their peers will see. 
Despite teachers' apparent preference for paper textbooks, E-books hold an unimaginable potential for 
innovating education. Its full potential is yet to be realized.
Management systems 
Educators are professional communicators. IT enables administrators to correspond through e-mail and 
the internet and create websites for school marketing. They save time while using a program to 
communicate to parents, other teachers, students, other school administrators, business executives, 
suppliers and the wider community. 
Administrators can use the school portal as an online meeting place for the educators, the students and 
their parents. The portal is basically a web-based software that securely archives all students' academic 
activities and makes them easily accessible by anyone with a privileged account.Teachers can upload 
students' records which can be viewed by the students and monitored by their parents via their individual 
portal accounts. Reports can also be sent to parents' email boxes/mobile phones (SMS). Portals make 
information and updates readily available to students, workers and stakeholders.  Portals also make 
educational resources directly available to students for learning and for pleasure. Student portals house 
all of student's important electronic documents, from official transcripts to class schedules. School 
portals are usually commissioned and maintained by the school administration. 
Email facilities are also available on school portals. Using an online portal instead of printing 
information in booklets saves schools printing and paper cost. It benefits the environment by using 
fewer resources. It also makes it easier for people to access important information from anywhere, at any 
time of the day. Teachers' tests and homework scores, assessment grades and examination scores can be 
published on the school portal. Teachers can also monitor individual and class performance via 
information on the portal, publish tests and homework scores, continuous assessment grades and 
examination scores. Parents can view their children and ward's performance on the portal. Team 
building and multiple forms of communication are thus facilitated via the portal interface.

(2) What inhibit the effective use of IT in School 
Many schools today have found money for hardware, but have invested only meagerly, if at all, in 
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training teachers to use the technology. The educational sector has no systemic approach to upgrading the 
skills of its professionals in schools. If done at all, in-service technology training for teachers has been 
limited in number served and scope or left primarily to individual teacher's initiative. Typical Trainings 
conducted have not helped teachers understand how to integrate IT into the curriculum. Thus teachers fail 
to help the students develop the capacities necessary to take full advantage of the opportunities offered by 
IT. They also fail to acquaint the students with its strategies and mechanism. 
So far, technology has not been used as a way of acquiring new knowledge and skills due to inadequacy of 
curriculum content and limited access to IT. 
Other inhibitors include inadequate funding, lack of basic infrastructure, lack of qualified personnel and 
lack of policy formulation and implementation machinery, digital divide - the disparities between 
students who have access to computers at home and those who do not. 
In addition Teachers also have concerns about the use of Technology. They are worried about the need for 
training and retraining on new software and new IT in the ever changing IT environment. 
There is also the danger of Information Overload for both teachers and learners. Teachers and students 
may have a hard time keeping up with the pace of change.  The new system expects greater collaboration 
from them. 
Computers often sat idle, or if used, amounted to little more than enhanced typewriters. Thus the full 
potentials of IT are yet to be realized in many schools.

(3) The dangers inherent in the use of IT in school.
IT comes with potential dangers to the school. For instances, it can help promote plagiarism and 
reduce the students to text. But these dangers are avoidable. Once aware of them, we can prevent or 
minimize their damage.Nobody would dispute that there are risks of exposing school children to:

· Information overload
· Pornography addiction
· The 'always connected' youth who live their whole life playing video games or who dwell in a 

virtual reality world
· Satanic online games / role playing
· Cult recruitment online 
· Privacy issues, scams etc. 

These dangers are real and should not to be taken lightly. But there are also dangers offline.  Schools that 
have embraced IT would tell you that it is the best way to keep children safe either online or offline. The 
world is already online and cheap smartphones and tablets have facilitated this move. The proliferation of 
IT tools shows that young people around the world are eager to connect with their peers and are highly 
proficient at doing so in personal contexts. These developments in web technology can be used for 
educational purposes.This is a generation whose starting point for information and engagement is no 
longer printed materials but online social platforms like Google, Facebook, YouTube and Twitter. 
Therefore one of the ways to keep these children safe is to train them to use these tools appropriately. 
Schools therefore need to fully engage students in the use of these tools for educational purposes as well as 

a means of reaching out tostudents, teachers, parents and other stakeholders.

(4)Conclusion
IT has helped teachers to expand their resources beyond linear, text-based learning and to engage 
students who learn best in other ways. IT role in schools has evolved from a contained “computer class” 
into a versatile learning tool that has changed how concepts are demonstrated, projects assigned and 
progress assessed. There are many free open source software that teachers can use to model concepts and 
there are also software that allow students to experiment by themselves. Teachers can collect real-time 
assessment data from their students. When the teacher gives out an assignment, she can watch how far 
along students are, how much time each spends on each question, and whether their answers are correct. 
With this information, she can decide what concepts students are struggling with and can pull up 
examples of students' work on a projector for discussion. 
IT has the potential to reduce the likelihood of isolation.IT-driven education encourages global learning. 
Students can attend lessons in another country via videoconferencing. Learning through social 
interaction, and being exposed to another culture's perspectives are all incredible educational 
advantages that were once only available to those who could afford the travel bill. 
IT increases socialization in some ways. Students and teachers may be able to find others who have 
interests similar to their own to converse with, through the Internet, most especially the social networks.
IT can support meaningful learning by
 reducing time spent on mechanical tasks such as rewriting, producing graphs, etc
 helping find information
 helping organize information
 making it easier to share information and ideas with others
 extend the scope of searches
 retrieve precisely targeted data with greater speed and accuracy
 increase the amount of data held ready for use
 sift relevant data from irrelevant
 turn data into information
The use of IT has changed school administration in several ways. Now teachers are expected to know 
how to use word processors and have their tests done in a proper format. Grades and attendance sheets 
can be stored electronically.
The changes caused by IT-driven education in learning environments, are not without some potential 
problems. These problems are real and must be considered by administrators. 
There are some fundamental rethinking of education and this might put pressure on the school system to 
restructure the way education is organized. Merely having computers available in schools is not good 
enough anymore. Educators need to show students how to use computers to find the right information 
and how to use technology to collaborate and present information. The fact that students have access to 
the tools does not mean they are being integrated properly. IT- driven education moves toward “student-
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centered learning”. IT itself does not make a difference. The difference it makes in schools will be 
measured by how it is used and how the teacher molds it.IT is a tool, a means rather than an end. 
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PROFILE OF Lt. COLONEL ILUYOMADE (RTD) 

 
Lt. Colonel Raphael O. Iluyomade (rtd) enlisted into the officer corps of the 

Nigerian Army in 1962. He received the basic training for 6 months in the Nigerian 
military training college. Kaduna before proceeding to India for advance training in 
the famous India Military Academy He graduated and was commissioned a second 
lieutenant in 1964. He attended· post commission courses in the infantry corps- physical 
training school in Prona, weapon training in Moa, parachute training school at Agra 
before integrating with the famous Gulker Regiment for few months to gain 
experience on duties. He finally came back to Nigeria late in 1964 to assume the 
command of an infantry platoon. He participated in the riot of Middle belt for Six 
months before the rebellion was brought down by my battalion. He attended young 
officers command course before the first coup-d'e-tat in Nigeria which caused the 
political chaos in the country. The Civil War broke out and He participated actively 
from the beginning to the end. He commanded various units during the war and 
became the commandant of 3rd Marine Commando division Training School after the 
cessation of hostility. 

Years after, peace reigned and He assumed duties as commander of higher 
formation and staff officer· at divisional level. He finally attended Staff College where He
was retired at the age of 40 without concluding the course. 
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Seeing that Nigeria does not appreciate hard work and honesty; treating those. that 
merit honor and elevation with careless and hopeless attitude. as if to say you are no 
more relevant; many have to leave or force to retire or given irrelevant posting. He departed 
for United States in 1995 after failing to secure a job. He entered security 
profession which he did for 18 years before retiring due to age and nostaligia 
with profitable experience. He have just set up a security company to train and teach 
interested individuals or company and government personnel. 

SECURITY

   AREAS TO COVER ON SECURITY 

1. Personnel security 
 ( a) Women (b) Men old or young (c) Children 

2. Domestic / home security 

3. Office security- Banks, Institution, Industrial site 
4. Government security- building, personnel and visitors 

5. National security- In the face of Boko Haram- Information gathering, equipment etc 

6. Cooperation 

7. Quick action and efficiency of law enforcement 

8. Training 

Only advance countries are conscious of the need for Security to ward off the danger 
of massive loss of lives and properties and human extermination can be avoided if 
international laws are enacted to prevent the manufacture of weapon of mass 
destruction (WMD) by the world body- UNO 

Light the Path!International Inner Wheel President Abha Gupta has encouraged us in 
a precious way to understand that  with Women for Europe – Women for the World – 
Women for Africa Conferences we can light the Path to so many mothers, children 
and families around the world. The Conferences  bring the latest information on the 
most important topics and by working for solutions to solve problems and challenges 
in the best possible way. 
My personal experience of WfA in Lagos year 2012 is one of the turning points of my 
life. The enthusiasm, kindness and warmth of Inner Wheel Ladies made me 
understand, what it means that we put our heart to helping others. 
The modelWfA was conducted inspired us in Finland to organize the second Edition 
of Women for Europe in Finland, WfE5, the fifth Women for Europe Conference in 
Europe and the second in Finland. The Conference under the theme of Let's leave our 
Children a Sustainable Planet dealt with academic facts from the leading professors 
of the topics: Clean Water, Air Quality, Environmental Health, Energy and 
Sustainable Use of Nature Resources.
Let me share some of the most important conclusions of WfE5 with you  as follows
  “The food-energy water-ecosystem interrelationship is a major challenge for the 
whole mankind.” ( LeaKauppi, Director General, Professor, Finnish Environment 
Institute)
“Current estimates indicate that 2.5 million people worldwide, and hundreds of 
thousands in Europe may die prematurely every year as a result of bad air quality. Air 

Women for Africa Second Edition
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quality is not only a health problem, as fine particles also influence the climate.” Ari 
Laaksonen, Professor, Finnish Meteorological Institute

Professor EskoValtaoja's thesis: “The planet must be saved for our children. That should 
be a more important goal than ideological purity or short-term local interests. Facts should 
not be the first casualties when discussing the best choices for tomorrow.”  This has been 
the starting point to the whole Conference. Valtaoja's charts showed us that the renewable 
energy from various sources cannot cover the total need of energy in the future. The only 
reasonable goal for the year 2100 must be unlimited, non-polluting energy. 

On the other hand professorEsaVakkilainen stated that there are three ways to change the 
world. “We must put our money where our mouth is. Everybody needs to do something 
themselves. Empowering people will guarantee a brighter future.” 

From multiple city study it has been found that when urban surface is covered with 
vegetation the air quality is remarkably better than in a city center without vegetation.

Extended Triple Helix model in action showed that it is possible to join forces and create a 
workable practice. Citizens, Third Sector, University, Government, and Industry can join 
their forces to reach the mutual goal. Opening up and joining forces with other value 
adding actors Inner Wheel can make an impact. Taking stand and making noise, 
demanding our public decision makers to work for sustainable
Future for our children. Taking initiative and action is defending the most vulnerable 
members of our societies.

In Finland we work for it that every IW Club could take into account the results of WfE5 
and decide its own project based on the results. The organizing committee, PBD 

PirkkoKiikka, BD HanneleKarhunen and  VNCP and VNR KaijaKeijola, does all it can 
that Life Education Foundation's training programme and work for better futures to 
children will be presented internationally in Expo  2015 in Milan Italy.

Empowering people will guarantee a brighter future. We have the needed information, 
now we need to take the actions by empowering Inner Wheel Ladies all around the World. 
Together we can make the change and Light the Path.
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I congratulate you on your appointment as the Coordinator of the 2nd Edition of the 
Women for Africa Conference in Nigeria. 

Having worked with you severally in the past, I am confident that the Conference 
will be highly successful. 

I therefore wish you, members of District 913 and the entire Inner Wheel Members in 
Nigeria, the best as you propagate the course of Women and light the path to true 

friendship, ideal personal service and world understanding. 

2ND EDITION OF WOMEN FOR AFRICA 
CONFERENCE IN NIGERIA 

Yours in Inner Wheel Service, 

AYO ODELANA
IIW Board Director 

2014/2015 

Wishing 
you 

the best. 
Our dearest, PP, Charter member, PDC, PNSEC, BRAND NEW NR 
OSENIKE AJADI, we say congratulations to our pride of the Inner Wheel 
Club of Onigbongbo, District 911 . 
God as usual will help you to take Inner Wheel to the greatest he`ights. 
The Duo: PDC Bridget Adebayo & Lanre Olomofe-Kufeji. 
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LIST OF DONORS 
LEKE ALDER CONSULTING 

INNER WHEEL DISTRICT 913 

DC 913 BOLA ODELEYE 

PP FUNKE IBRAHIM 

ODC VICTORIA ADEBAYO 

PNR REMI OMOTOSHO 

IWM ROSE EZEADIKWA 

IWM JOE OJO-ONILE 

IWM FEHINTOLA OLUYEMISI 

ST
THE REPORT OF THE INCOME FROM THE 1  WOMEN FOR AFRICA (W.F.A.) 

PROGRAMME HELD AT SHERATON HOTEL AND TOWERS IN NOVEMBER, 2012

The total amount of proceeds from the programme was N700,000 (Seven hundred thousand naira). 

In line with the ideals of Inner Wheel serving humanity and empowering women who are in need, the 

proceeds were given to District 911 to give out as loans to women through 7 (seven) Inner Wheel 

clubs at the Abuja rally in February, 2013. 

The seven clubs gave 7 (seven) women a loan of N100,000 (One hundred thousand naira each) 

which was to be repaid in one year with the addition of a very minimal amount as interest (N5,000 

only). The principal plus the interest, totalling N735,000 (Seven hundred and thirty-five thousand)  

has been refunded to the NGB at the Enugu rally in February, 2014. 

Please find below the list of the clubs and the beneficiaries.

All the recipients were extremely happy and they came to express their appreciation with prayers for 
th

Inner Wheel District 911 in particular and Inner Wheel in general. This took place on the 10  of 

January, 2014 at our Vocational Centre on the International Inner Wheel Day.

S/N Clubs Beneficiaries

1. I.W.C. of Lagos Kafilat Abdul

2. I.W.C. of Okota Funsho Adebisi

3. I.W.C. of Ikeja South Omolara Ibrahim

4. I.W.C. of Onigbongbo Mrs. Oyinda Adebayo

5. I.W.C. of Gowon Estate Florence Ngozi

6. I.W.C. of Matori Tope Ibrahim

7. I.W.C. of Akowonjo Esther Ayewunmi

I.W.M. Lanre Olomofe-Kufeji      I.W.M. Joe Ebo
District Chairman Coordinator

NIGERIAN BOTTLING COMPANY 

SUMAL FOODS LTD 

BD AYO ODELANA 

IWC IBADAN

IWC ILESHA PEARLS 

IWC BODIJA 

IWC IJAPO  

The President and the entire members of the prestigious 
Inner Wheel Club of Bodija 

Rejoice with our esteemed members 
* IIW Board Director - Ayo Odelana 
* Deputy National President - Phebean Alade
* District Chairman - Bola Odeleye 
* WFA2 Coordinator - Bukie Balogun 
* National Editor - Moni Bamisaiye 

For their roles in the success of this conference.
Iwc bodija is proud of your achievements in this inner wheel year 

Bola Ojoele Ayoola 
Club President 

GREETINGS FROM IWC OF BODIJA 
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DISTRICT 911

NO DESIGNATION NAME      CLUB 

 

1. PDC   BIMBO   SOWANDE    SURULERE

2. PBD   YEMISI   ALATISE    LAGOS

3.  IWM   RONKE  SOLOMON    ISOLO

4. NR/P    OSENIKE AJADI    ONIGBONGBO

5. PDC   ZAINAB IKHELOA    GOWON  ESTATE

6. PDC   JULIE SHEKONI    ILUPEJU

7. PBD   DOYIN ABIODUN – OREDEIN  GBAGADA

8. IWM   ELIZABETH OYEDUNTAN   GBAGADA

9. IWM   ADEBISI OJONIYI    GBAGADA SOUTH 

10. IWM   WEMIMO OLASANYA   IGBE – IKORODU

11.  PDC   FUNMI AJOSE    AKOWONJO

12. IWM   MULIKAT MUSA    OLUMO (ABEOKUTA)

13. IWM   BOLA NEDD     YABA

14. PNR   TITI   ISMAIL     YABA

15. IWM   ABERUAGBA ABIOLA   OREGUN

16. IWM   SHOLA ASHIPA    AGEGE

17. IWM   ADUNNI GBADAMOSI       OLUMO (ABEOKUTA)

18. IWM   OLAYINKA ONAMUTI   IKEJA SOUTH 

19. IWM   TINA ADESOLA    MATORI

20. IWM   VERO AYOTUNDE    MATORI

21. IWM   YINKA AYANWALE    ISOLO

22. IWM   OMOLOLA FAKEYE    OREGUN

23. PDC   LANRE OLOMOFE-KUFEJI   ONIGBONGBO

REGISTERED MEMBERS 
24. IWM   REMI OMOTOSHO    MATORI

25. IWM   JUMOKE ODULAJA    MATORI

26. PDC   KARIN  UWAJE    LAGOS

27. IWM   RACHEAL OJO-ONILE   GBAGADA SOUTH

28. DC   JOE NKIRUKA EBO    OKOTA

29. IWM   FLORENCE ANIFOWOSE   GOWON ESTATE 

30. IWM   MODUPE ATEWOLOGUN   MATORI 

31. IWM   ADEFUNKE SHINABA    OREGUN 

32. IWM   TITILAYO ABODERIN    MATORI 

33.    IKIMI   

34.    PAUL OKOR

DISTRICT 913

NO DESIGNATION NAME    CLUB 

1. PDC   BOSE  TAYO    IBADAN

2. PBD   RANTI ADETUBERU  IBADAN

3. PP   LOLA GEORGE   IBADAN

4. PP   DELE ADIGUN   IBADAN

5. PP   OLU LAWAL    OSHOGBO

6. IWM   CHINYERE OBI   ABUJA

7. IWM   AMAKA OKOLO   ABUJA

8. PDC       MONI BAMISAYE   IJAPO

9. PP   TAIYE AJIBADE     IJAPO

10. PP   FOLA ADEGUNLEYE    IJAPO

11. PP   DEBO AWODOLA   IJAPO

12. PP   FOLUSO AFOLABI   IJAPO

13. IWM   TINU OLOWOFELA   IJAPO   

14. IWM   FOLAKE OGUNNIKA  IJAPO

15. IWM   BUNMI DURODOLA    IJAPO
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16. IWM   ADUKE OGUNLEYE  IJAPO    

17. PNR   GRACE ADEKOYA   GARKI

18. PDC   VICTORIA ADEBAYO  GARKI

19. PP   BOLA ONIGBOGI   GARKI

20. PP   MODINAT IBRAHIM  GARKI

21. PP   FUNMI AWOPONLE   GARKI

22. PP   GBEMI AJIBADE   GARKI 

23. PP   AISHAT AHMED   GARKI

24. IWM   LOLADE FAJINI   GARKI

25. IWM   RITA AKPASO   GARKI

26. IWM   TOLA ADESEUN   GARKI 

27. P   NIKE BAMISAYE   GARKI

28. DC   BOLA ODELEYE   BODIJA

29. PBM   BUKIE BALOGUN   BODIJA 

30. PDC   JOSEPHINE  ANIFOWOSHE  BODIJA

31. BD   AYO ODELANA   BODIJA

32. PDC   PHEBEAN ALADE   BODIJA

33. IWM   FOLAKE FAWEYA   BODIJA

34. IWM   TITI OLAJIDE   BODIJA

35.  IWM   JOSEPHINE IKALA   BODIJA

36. IWM   CHARITY AGIDI   BODIJA

37. PBM   OMOTAYO OLUTOYE  AKURE

38.  PDC   FOLAKE OGUNNUSI  BIDA

39. PP   IYABO AROGUNDADE  BIDA

40. IWM   FEYINTOLA OLUYEMISI  GARKI 

41. PDC   BOLA SOFELA    IBADAN

42. P   BOLA AYOOLA   BODIJA 

43. PP   IBIYEMI FAKANDE   ILESHA

44. PP   OMOLOLA ABE    ILESHA

45. IWM   MONISOLA ADENIPEKUN   ILESHA 

46. IWM   O.B. ADEWOLE   IPETUMODU 

47. IWM   TOYIN DAIRO    BODIJA 

DISTRICT 914
NO  DESIGNATION  NAME   CLUB 
1. IWM   FLORENCE  AGU   EFFURUM
2. PDC   UCHE AGBIM   EKULU
3. PNR   IFY NDEFO    EKULU
4. IWM   ROSE EZEADIKWA   ABAKALIKI
5. IWM   IFEOMA OKPALA   ABAKALIKI
6. IWM   NKECHI OKIKADIGBO  ABAKALIKI
7. IWM   FELLY NWEKE   ABAKALIKI
8. IWM   JUSTINA OGBOJI   ABAKALIKI
9. IWM   LILIAN OKOH   ABAKALIKI
10. IWM   UZO UHIARA   UMUAHIA  CENTRAL
11. PDC   IHUOMA NDIMELE   UMUNGASI
12. IWM   FELICIA CHUKWU   ABAKALIKI
13. IWM   CHINWE OKAFOR   EZIUKWU
14. DC   UZO NWANDU   EKULU
15. IWM   WINFRED CHUKWU  ABAKALIKI
16. IWM   ETHEL OGBUKA   EZIUKWU
17. IWM   NKIRU OBANDE OGBUNIYI ABAKALIKI
18. IWM   FORTRESS EPUNAM  EFFURUM
19. IWM   IJEOMA ORIJAKOR   EZIUKWU
20. PDC   EZINMA NNABUIFE  AWKA
21. PBD   NGOZI ADIRIKA   AWKA
22. PDC   KEMI ADEYEMI   EFFURUM
23. IWM   JOYCE NWOGU   OGBOR - HILL
24. IWM   BRIDGET EMEKA EUGENE ABAKALIKI
25. IWM   GINA ODOJI    EFFURUM
26. IWM   TINA OKPALEKE   ABAKALIKI
27. IWM   BETTY NDIYO   UMUIAHIA
28. IWM   GERALDINE MBADIWE  OGBOR – HILL 
29. PDC   ORI ABASI    EZIUKWU
30. PDC   BETH OLUKA   ABAKALIKI 
31. IWM   ESTHER AWAH   UMUNGASI
32. IWM   RITA OJI    UMUIAHIA CENTRAL 
33.  IWM   PRINCESS ROSE OKONKWO ABAKALIKI 
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